<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recovery Time Objective (RTO)</th>
<th>Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Less than 1 hour            | • Health and human safety in jeopardy  
                              • Significant financial impact/cost  
                              • Significant research impact  
                              • Large number of transactions  
                              • Date/time highly sensitive  
                              • No ability for workarounds |
| Up to 4 hours               | • Significant impact on critical processes  
                              • Large number of dependent processes or systems  
                              • Significant disruption to operations  
                              • Limited ability for workarounds |
| Up to 1 day                 | • Frequent usage/large user base  
                              • Important time-based constraint  
                              • Limited ability for workarounds |
| Up to 3 days                | • Some workarounds available  
                              • Moderate number of transactions  
                              • Limited user base |
| Up to 1 week                | • Process or system with limited scope  
                              • Not time sensitive  
                              • Workarounds available |
| Greater than 1 week         | • Process or system with few or no dependencies  
                              • Workarounds easily available  
                              • Infrequent occurrence |